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Statistics 114                  

Sample Third Long Examination                                TGCapistrano 

 

I. DEFINITION OF TERMS. Express the definitional formula of the following concepts in terms of 

the following notations Population Data={X1, X2, …, XN}, Sample Data={X1, X2, …., Xn} and 

Sample Array={X(1), X(2),…,X(n)}. 

 

1. population mean 

2. population standard deviation 

3. fourth central moment about the mean of the population 

4. sample variance 

5. sample median 

II. FILL IN THE BLANKS. 

 

1. The value of the first moment about the mean of any finite collection is always equal to _____. 

2. For the percentiles to be interpretable, the level of measurement used must at least be_______________. 

3. If the mean of the sample data is 10 and if each observation in this sample is transformed by subtracting 3 to 

each one of them, then the value of the mean of the transformed data is___________. 

4. If the variance of the sample data is 5 and if each observation in this sample is transformed by subtracting 3 

to each one of them, then the value of the variance of the transformed data is____________. 

5. If the coefficient of variation of the sample data is 50% and if each observation in this sample is transformed 

by dividing each one of them by 10, then the value of the coefficient of variation of the transformed data is _%. 

6. In any sample, the percentage of all observations that are less than or equal to the first quartile is________. 

7. If the observations in a sample of size 74 are all distinct then the number of observations between the 2nd 

decile and the 60th percentile is ______________. 

8. If the observations in a sample of size 95 are all distinct then the number of observations larger than the third 

quartile is _________________. 

9. The median is equal to the _________ decile. 

10. If the median is closer to the first quartile than it is to the third quartile then this indicates that the 

distribution is skewed to the _________. 

11. The value of Pearson’s second coefficient of skewness of the normal distribution is _________. 

12. For a distribution that is skewed to the left, the value of its median is (larger than/smaller than/equal to) its 

mean. 

13. The value of the coefficient of kurtosis of the normal distribution is ________________. 

14. If the excess of kurtosis of a distribution is 1.5 then the type of kurtosis of this distribution is__________. 

15. The percentage of observations in a normal distribution whose values are within 2 standard deviations from 

the mean is _________________. 

16. According to the Bianayme-Chebyshev rule, the percentage of all observations whose values are within 2 

standard deviations from the mean is at least _______% for any distribution. 

17. Given the population data, the value of the constant c so that is minimumis ________. 

18. If we compute for the standard score, Zi, of each one of the observations, X1, X2, …,XN, in the 

population whose mean is and standard deviation is , the value of the variance of the collection of 

all these standard scores, {Z1, Z2, …, ZN} is _______________. 
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